CISCO PORTFOLIO
FOR HEALTHCARE
SECURE, AGILE NETWORK
Enabling fast, secure, and reliable wired
and wireless connectivity to applications,
devices, and users at the point of care and
across the healthcare enterprise.

HYBRID WORKFORCE
Maintain business and clinical continuity
and boost productivity by optimising
collaboration across departments and
securing remote workers with a hybrid
work model.

TELEHEALTH AND
VIRTUAL CARE

CARING FOR YOUR
NETWORK JUST GOT EASIER
Managing IT in healthcare is
challenging, as you must adapt in a
constantly evolving environment. Also,
recent trends and crises — from the
rapid push toward digitalisation to the
COVID-19 pandemic — have created a
renewed urgency around cutting costs
while improving efficiency and
maintaining excellence of care.
Maintain the highest levels of security
and reliability with innovative
technology to deliver an optimal
patient care experience.
Ampito Group partners with Cisco
offering advanced IT solutions to help
healthcare organisations cut costs
without sacrificing care.

Virtual visits provide care at a distance
through secure voice and video
technology, improving patient access to
care and clinician productivity for both
inpatient and outpatient settings.

CYBERSECURITY
Block threats, contain intruders, and
improve visibility to protect your systems
and patient data from cyberattacks with an
integrated, end-to-end security portfolio.

VIDEOSURVEILLANCE AND
PHYSICAL SECURITY
Help protect your patients, visitors, and
employees with connected cameras and
analytics that monitor facility activities,
analyse movement patterns, and detect
threats faster.

TO GET MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
AT 0870 352 1001 OR EMAIL info@ampito.com

CISCO MERAKI
THE WORRY-FREE WAY TO
MANAGE IT
Risk mitigation is a top priority for
healthcare organisations, from IT to patient
care. Do more with less and reduce errors
from complex configurations with Meraki
intuitive dashboard and diagnostics.
Meraki simplifies IT allowing you to quickly
and securely adapt as needs change.
Flexibly scale your Meraki networks to
accommodate sudden pivots.
Resolve troubleshooting tickets faster with
intelligent diagnostics.
Get peace of mind with enterprise support
at no additional cost.

CISCO WEBEX
EXCEPTIONAL TELEHEALTH
EXPERIENCES
Healthcare has transformed dramatically
and providing excellent virtual care will
continue to be vital post-pandemic. Webex
is here to help you offer seamless, secure
telehealth experiences; collaborate across
healthcare systems; and maintain the
highest quality of care.
Virtual consultations
High quality HD video and audio for face-to-face
consults between patients and doctors, anytime,
anywhere.
Accessible training
Connect clinical and administrative staff for virtual
training, and easily record for on-demand viewing.
Secure medical file sharing
Share medical files in meetings and annotate on
documents for knowledge sharing and clear
communication with patients.
End-to-end security
Strong encryption to meet the most stringent
security requirements.

GETTING STARTED
Todays’ unique healthcare challenges
have put chronic frustrations—
including missing equipment,
outdated technology, and lacking
security—under renewed focus.
Fortunately, advancements in cloudbased networking provide an end-toend platform that can serve as a
foundation for a myriad of advanced
solutions.

CONTACT ONE OF OUR CISCO
SPECIALISTS TODAY TO DISCUSS
YOUR NEEDS AND OPTIONS FOR A
FREE TRIAL TO GET YOU STARTED.

TO GET MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
AT 0870 352 1001 OR EMAIL info@ampito.com

